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	Canon EOS 40D Digital Field Guide, 9780470260449 (0470260440), John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Picture the images you'll capture with your 40D
    In the Canon EOS 40D, speed and reliability meet superior image quality and affordability. And the more you know about your camera, the better your images will be. So don't wait another minute. Learn how to work with color spaces and white balance, use Live View, set up the 40D for your shooting style, set and evaluate exposure, and more. Get helpful tips and advice that you can use every time in this handy guide that goes wherever you take pictures.      

	
        Discover how to use and modify Picture Styles, and why you should      

    
	
        Create customized settings for the subjects you shoot most often      

    
	
        Explore Canon lenses      

    
	
        Work with natural light, onboard flash, and accessory Speedlites      

    
	
        Understand when and why to use RAW capture      

    
	
        Get insights for shooting action, events, weddings, stock shots, macro images, landscapes, and more      

    


About the Author
   
Charlotte K. Lowrie is a freelance stock, editorial, and portrait photographer and award-winning writer. Her images have been featured on the Canon Digital Learning Center, in Microsoft publications, and in national magazines. Charlotte teaches BetterPhoto.com classes, and she is the author of eight books including the bestselling Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi Digital Field Guide, Camera Raw Studio Skills, and several other Wiley titles. She is the coauthor of Exposure and Lighting for Digital Photographers Only, also from Wiley. Visit her Web site at wordsandphotos.org.
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Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly MeetPrentice Hall, 2001
Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly Meet is a refreshing alternative to the traditional sophomore text on computer organization and assembly language programming. The text approaches assembly the way it is commonly used in practiceÂ¿to implement small, fast, or special-purpose routines...


		

Computer Graphics, C Version (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1996

	This timely new version of a popular computer graphics book features the C language in programming examples to demonstrate the implementation of graphics application. These well-known authors assume no prior knowledge of computer graphics when presenting the basic principles for the design, use, and understanding of computer graphics systems....


		

JAVA DESIGN PATTERNSIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	If a problem occurs over and over again, a solution to that problem has been used

	effectively. That solution is described as a pattern. The design patterns are languageindependent

	strategies for solving common object-oriented design problems. When you

	make a design, you should know the names of some common solutions. Learning design...




	

Alfresco 3 Business SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Alfresco is a renowned and multiple award-winning open source Enterprise Content Management System that allows you to build, design, and implement your very own ECM solutions. It offers much more advanced and cutting-edge features than its commercial counterparts with its modularity and scalability. If you are looking for quick and effective...


		

Protocells: Bridging Nonliving and Living MatterMIT Press, 2008

	Protocells offers a comprehensive resource on current attempts to create simple forms of life from scratch in the laboratory. These minimal versions of cells, known as protocells, are entities with lifelike properties created from nonliving materials, and the book provides in-depth investigations of processes at the interface between...


		

Microsoft(R) Office Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and Queries (Business Solutions)Que, 2007
“Everything you need to master Access 2007 forms, reports, and queries.”
–Charles Carr, Reviews Editor, ComputorEdge Magazine

 

Create Forms for Business

Ensure Data Entry Accuracy
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